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At the age of twenty-six, with a failed marriage already behind her, Shelley Browning decides to go

back to school and get her degree. But history is about to repeat itself -- ten years earlier, she

shared an unforgettable kiss with Grant Chapman, her government teacher, and now she's his

student again. Shelley finds him to be as brilliant as ever, and the chemistry between them

unchanged. But the sacred law of the university prohibits the kind of relationship they are longing

for. If they break it, they risk losing everything; if they don't, they risk never knowing what could be.
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It is so often that readers now not only judge a book by its cover and tantamount to it is the value for

price. Sandra Brown's latest hardcover A KISS REMEMBERED billed as a classic love story should

be released into a paperback given that it is firstly too short and ungratifying in terms of price

against quality and secondly a dated re-release of her work when she writes under the pseudonym

of Erin St. Clare.Not that the story itself is insipid. Sandra Brown is a master at crafting moral

dilemmas and poignant romance. This time round she weaves a student-teacher romance between

Shelley Browning and Grant Chapman. Once at Poshman Valley High when Shelley was a budding

student worshipping the devastatingly handsome political science teacher Mr. Chapman until a

shocking yet pleasantly intimate kiss fuelled their desire. Confusion propels Shelley to distance

herself and run straight into the arms of Daryl Robins, who later she discovered was a erroneous

choice for a husband with his selfishness. Grant moved on to the political stage as a senatorial aide

but later a scandal exploded to revert him to teaching yet again.When they meet again it is at a



church-sponsored university where Shelley studies as an undergraduate and Grant as the

professor. A wiser and matured Shelley finds her grappling with the primal attraction to Grant, yet

again public opinion and objections from the school chancellor threatens their rekindle of romance.

When love comes heading, Shelley is forced to evaluate her option and apprehend her fears in love.

Most importantly of all, she has to learn to trust Grant....The awkward relationship under Ms. Brown

comes maturedly handled without eager prurience - and it is all the more miraculous she can

explore and develop their passion within 180 pages.
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